


The Concept
Our circus themed package is a creative 

manifestation of the spectacular shows that 

you saw as a child in those red and white 

striped big tops, allowing you to transform 

your event into an electrified and sensational 

experience.

Your guests will become immersed in a magical entertainment 

show that plays with the imagination and amplifies the 

creativity of any event. Our classy but jovial package provides 

a modern, grown-up spin on the typical circus theme show, 

creating a bespoke theme and immersive experience for your 

event which is completely customisable to fit your brief.



We tranform your chosen venue into the big 

top of your dreams, by installing a complete 

décor package that can uplift any venue.

This décor package is built around our colourful and 

customisable multi-piece modular ceiling canopy that we use 

as a vibrant base. We can then add loads of colourful hanging 

balls and floating umbrellas and other bespoke pieces to add 

dimension, colour and animation to your venue.

We also have custom ‘CIRCUS’ lettering in a traditional circus 

font that can be added as a centre point to the décor or can 

even be used in the entrance way to your event space.

The



Once your venue looks like a circus, we then 

add loads of additional elements to make it 

feel like a circus show too. 

From a circus master to animals, walkabouts and aerial 

performers to contortionists, there are so many entertainment 

elements we can add to truly turn your event into a circus and 

give your guests a truly unique experience.

Our most popular venue transformations have taken place in 

club style venues but we aren’t limited to that at all! Cyndeo can 

help you give the illusion you are in a circus tent regardless of 

the style of the venue you choose.

In order to build the package further, we can also cover music 

within the entertainment elements. Whether you’re looking for 

a fantastic DJ or a live band to add to the atmosphere of your 

event, get in touch and we can introduce you to a wide range of 

brilliant musicians!

Additional Elements & sFx
If you really want to take traditional circus elements and turn 

it on its head, why not add some special effects to make your 

event truly unforgettable? We can provide elements ranging from 

CO2 cannons and confetti to balloon drops and creative lighting 

elements. The entire package is entirely customisable so get in 

touch to find your unique circus themed event.

FREAK SHOW
ANIMAL WALKABOUTS

FIRE BREATHERS
CONTORTIONISTS

Regular circus not what you’re 

after? Let us know and we’ll 

transform the night into a freak 

show themed package that is more 

eccentric and strange!

The

THE ULTIMATE

IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE

BESPOKE
DÉCOR

&
SPECIAL
EFFECTS



If you still can’t imagine how amazing our circus experience 

is then check out our Facebook page where you’ll find a ton 

of incredible photos and even a video showing you exactly 

what Retro Jukebox has in store for you.

FACEBOOK.COM/CYNDEOEVENTS

We have a website too that gives you all the information 

you could ever need. To find out more about how we can 

transform your space into the ultimate circus venue, fill 

out our enquiry form and we’ll get back to you.

CYNDEOEVENTS.COM



This package is owned and managed by Cyndeo Events.

We’re an innovative event production agency that brings your ideas 

to life! We love thinking outside the box and tackling briefs in a way 

that offers unforgettable immersive experiences for your audiences 

and we do that by empowering brands to be bold and brave in 

order to attract attention.

Whether you want us to be involved in producing a large-scale 

project by combining a number of creative elements or you’re simply 

looking for a small addition to a current project, we would love to 

hear from you!

cyndeoevents.com



cyndeoevents.com
facebook.com/cyndeoevents


